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How to represent the trauma of others so that it can still affect the spectators, 

shock them into recognition, and, above all, prompt them to act against war – is a 

crucial question posed by both women dramatists, Heather Raffo and Judith Thompson, 

in their two prominent theatrical reflections on war in Iraq, namely, Nine parts of 

Desire and Palace of the End, respectively. The present paper aims to prove that the 

plays under consideration are attached to fact and research, yet they skirt the 

boundaries of what we conventionally consider 'documentary' theatre by shifting the 

emphasis from the mimetic to the poetic, from detached documentation to self-conscious 

performance and by changing the theatre into a ritualistic site of witnessing, mourning, 

and collective healing. By so doing, these plays  mourn the stupidity of history, the 

irrationality of war, the tragedy of post modern condition, the disruption of normal life 

and the devastation of psyches. As such, the paper reaches the conclusion that Raffo and 

Thompson provoke our ethical responsibility for the vulnerability of the self and others 

,and renew our shattered faith in humanity by achieving a radical re-functioning of the 

genre of documentary theater . 
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Unclaimed  Experience : Trauma, 

Narrative, and History the response 

to an unexpected or overwhelming violent event or events that are not fully 

grasped as they occur, but return later in repeated flashbacks, nightmares, and 

other repetitive phenomenon
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Nine Parts of Desire

Nine Parts of Desire

Invisible 

Women Heather Raffo … brings us closer to the inner life of Iraq than 

a thousand slick-surfaced TV reports

Almighty God created sexual desire in ten parts; then he gave nine 

parts to women, and one to men



I will never leave / Not for freedom you do not even 

have. Call me what you like, look at me how you will

These stories are living inside of me / each woman I meet 

her or I hear about her / and I can not separate myself from them

I do, I very much feel this void / 

I have no peace / Always I am looking for peace
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Because Saddam / Saddam was the greater enemy than, I 

mean, / imperialism …… we all can say / congratulations / the regime is gone / 

Saddam is gone

My husband he sits at home without his legs

I 

am not stupid



very old

Savagery
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Nine Parts of Desire
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Palace of the End

transcend the past and affect the future

My Pyramids

I guess I'm a bit of a martyr
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like them pretty – eyed Palestinian girls who wear the scarf and walk into a 

supermarket and blow themselves up ? That what I done; I done blew myself up

those secret nights 

when my breathing went funny and there was dry ice in my heart and I laughed 

like I have never laughed before

Harrow down Hill

Do you say that a soldier who 

loses his life in the name of freedom, truth and compassion has killed himself ?

Instruments of Yearning



the cracks and fissures

the eruptions seep or explode through psychic and social surfaces

the greatest sin of our time
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ghost of Harrow down Hill

Why did I not speak then?

what is invisible and 

covered up with piles of everydayness and everyday life

Nine Parts of 

Desire Palace of the End



intervening 

space
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